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INTRODUCTORY
THE taking of proofs is a necessity in every compos
ing room and must be done in some manner or
other. In many places the operation is not, unfortu
nately, given the careful attention that it should have.
The attitude of many printers is that it is an unproduc
tive process and therefore, since it cannot be wholly dis
pensed with, the least time and attention devoted to it
the greater the gain for other operations. The invest
ment in a proof press has usually been looked at as an
unprofitable item. The need is too often met with the
meanest facilities that can possibly serve.
This attitude is, however, being changed, especially in
progressive workrooms, and it is seen that the taking of
proofs in a careful, methodical manner by an apparatus
adapted for clean, quick work has a distinct economic
bearing on the ultimate product of the shop. A proof
made with a careful impression saves wear on the print
ing face. A proof with the right amount of ink — neither
too much nor too little — makes accurate proofreading
easier and enables the proofreader to detect minor de
fects in the composition before it goes to the pressroom,
where corrections are always more expensive than in the
composing room. Proofs which show approximately the
printing face as it will appear in the final result are re
quired now more than ever.
As a consequence, to meet new demands and higher
standards, several new machines have been introduced
within the past few years. These embody ideas especi
ally adapted for their work, and some of them surpass in
thoroughness of design and finish many of the machines
commonly used for printing.

PROOF PRESSES
Methods of Taking Proofs
WHEN types are first composed on a galley (and
when engravings or other printing surfaces are first
made) their correctness must be verified before they are
ready to be printed. For this purpose a trial impression
is taken, in order that the work may be examined and
needed corrections made. This trial impression is the
printer's proof, and the time and care given to it are
matters of great importance in every printing room.
In order to be of the best service the means for making
these proofs must be as simple as possible and usable with
the least loss of time. As only one copy is needed (or
usually not more than a very few copies), little or no
special preparation should be necessary for proofing any
particular composition or form. In composing rooms
where only one proof press is used it is customary to fol
low one size or kind of form or galley matter with an
other of a different kind. It is often necessary to do this
in rapid succession; speed is important.
By any of the usual methods employed in taking proofs,
the first operation, after the type is secured so that it
will stand squarely on its feet, is to roll ink on the type
face; then a sheet of paper is laid on and impressed so
as to take a transfer of the ink. This impression may be
made by one of the following methods:
First—By pounding a sheet of paper laid on the inked
type with a cloth-faced block called a proof planer and a
mallet.
Second—By placing the galley of type on a proof press,
where the impression is made by moving over it a heavy
iron roller covered with thick cloth or felt.
Third—By placing the type or plate on a platen handpress. Here the type is inked, the sheet laid on, then the
tympan turned down, the bed run under the platen, and
7
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the bar pulled over. To "pull a proof" is to take it by
this last method, but the term is now commonly ap
plied to taking a proof by any method.
In many cases a number of proofs may be taken from
the same page of type at different times during its prep
aration for the final printing. In book-printing houses
these several proofs may be taken at different stages by
all three of the above methods; that is, a galley proof by
the second method, a page proof by the third, and a
"stone" proof by the first.
Until within the past few years the foregoing three
methods were the only means used (outside of the large
daily newspaper rooms) for taking proofs of type and re
lief printing plates. There are now, however, several
new machines which have recently become popular be
cause of their capacity for doing better and quicker
work. Of these last there are two distinctive forms,
the "rocker" press (Fig. 7, p. 17) and the small cylinder
press (Figs. 9 and 10, pp. 20 and 21).
The regular printing machines, like the large cylinder
press and the small job press, are not adapted for ordi
nary proofing, although they are frequently used for ob
taining final press proofs to show the ultimate result
of all the preparatory work. To make an impression
with either of them involves considerable time and labor
in making ready, even for one passable copy. The more
or less elaborate mechanisms and attachments which
make them so peculiarly fitted, when properly prepared,
to produce superior results in quantity render them cum
bersome and ill adapted for the simpler work. The size
of the cylinder machine makes it impracticable even if it
were economical to use it for such work in the time when
Note. Copperplate engravers and other intaglio makers use a
method oftaking proofs quite impracticable for the usual reliefsurfaces.
This is to fill the lines or depressions in the plate with stiff ink, wipe
the upper surface clean, place a sheet upon it, and rub a burnisher care
fully over the back of the sheet, forcing the paper into the inked lines.
When the sheet is taken off, the ink in the lines adheres and gives an
exact image of the engraving. It will be observed that this is quite
feasible on a flat surface with only slight depressions, but not on the
face of a page of type.
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it might not be occupied with actual printing. Its use
for proofing would, except under very unusual condi
tions, seriously interfere with its real work. For a job
press each form must be locked in a chase to hold it in
place for the impression—an operation rarely warranted
in the early stages of preparing matter for printing.
There are many places, however, where special proof
presses of elaborate design are employed. These are in
the metropolitan newspaper rooms and in the larger
establishments doing magazine and periodical work on a
large scale. In many of these places the proofing appa
ratus is especially adapted for certain classes of work.
Some of these proofing machines have an automatic ink
ing mechanism similar to, but very much simpler than,
that of the larger printing presses. Others are self-ink
ing and also self-feeding, using the paper from a roll. A
number of these machines are described in their order
later in these pages.
The Proof Planer
A proof planer is a block of hard wood, commonly 8
inches long and 3)4 inches wide, having its face covered
with a piece of thick, closely woven
cloth or felt. The back of the planer,
where it is to be hit with the mal
let, has a stout piece of leather to
prevent splintering under the impact
of repeated blows. (Fig. 1.)
The planer method of taking
proofs requires special care and some
experience in order to obtain satis
factory results and to prevent in- F* 'mSS"^" ™d
jury to the type. After the ink has
been rolled on the type a sheet of common book paper is
dampened evenly all over with a sponge, so that it is
limp but not too wet. The side of the sheet that was not
sponged is then carefully laid on the type. The proof
planer is taken in the left hand and placed evenly upon
the sheet at the top of the page, and with a mallet in the
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other hand the planer is quickly and firmly pounded until
the indentation of the types is seen on the back of the
sheet. If the planer does not cover the whole page, it
is lifted carefully from the paper and moved to another
part without disturbing the sheet, and other blows are
struck in the same manner until an even impression is
made on all parts of the form.
Planer proofs of type or blocks are practicable only
when taken on the imposing stone, on the flat bed of a
press, or on some equally solid surface. They cannot
well be taken on a slender bench or table which will
vibrate at each blow on the planer. A firm foundation
and steady blow are necessary to secure a clear impres
sion of small types. Besides the firmness with which the
planer is held on the form, the steadiness with which
the blow is struck on its back is an important factor in
getting a good proof. The blow should hit straight and
not glance sideways even slightly, as this is apt to pro
duce a slurred impression of the face. The mallet with a
flat face is not well adapted, though it is frequently
used. It is difficult to hit the flat face exactly flat on the
level back of the planer. To turn the head distinctly
sideways and hit with the edge under the center of the
blow gives a better result. Sometimes a heavy mallet
may be used by holding the head up and hitting per
pendicularly with the end of the handle. A better tool,
however, is the mallet with a round or oval head.
This is the rudimentary method of making an im
pression of any kind. For first proofs on type matter
and heavy plates it suflices, but not for fine lines or deli
cate plates which are easily battered by careless pound
ing. The method is not to be commended except for
emergencies. There are times when other means of
taking proofs may not be available and it is necessary
to take one in this way. A large form on the imposing
stone, made up in the chase, in which some final correc
tions or changes are necessary, may require a revise
proof before it goes to the press. The form may be too
large for the proof press; the page in which the correc
tion was made may be difficult to lift out to prove by
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itself; it may not be wise thus to disturb it. In this case
the simplest way to get the proof is to ink the page, lay
on a sheet of slightly damp paper, and use the proof
planer. Every compositor and stoneman should know
how to do this carefully and quickly so as to be able to
meet any of these emergencies.
An old-time method, now discarded, for proofing forms
of this kind on the stone was to use a stiff brush with
coarse, closely set bristles and a long handle. This was
used to pound the damp sheet on the inked page to make
final proofs. It was adapted only for rough work and
was not equal to the cloth-face planer.
The Proof Roller

'

The usual manner of inking forms for proof is with a
hand roller or brayer. This is a simple arrangement,
having an iron core covered with com
position and held by one or two handles.
It is used to distribute the ink first on
an ink slab, to obtain the requisite quan- 5te I
tity, and then to roll the form. Very j|
often it is a neglected article, being Fig. 2. Hand inkallowed to accumulate a scaly coating jj* Roller for Proof"
of dried ink because of improper clean
ing. A proof roller should be smooth and pliable, and
seasoned somewhat firmer than the usual press rollers.
A stout handle and firm frame are necessary, as well as
a strong hook by which to hang it up over night or when
not in use for some time. The slender frame customarily
furnished for the smaller sizes is not always strong
enough for the usage required of it, as it is frequently
subjected to vigorous beating on the ink table when
distributing cold or stiff ink.
Note. An obsolete method of taking proofs was by means of a
hand roller having a small cylinder covered with a smoothly stretched
piece of felt. When the galley was inked and the thoroughly sponged
sheet laid on, this roller was gently placed on the bottom of the column
and firmly rolled over the matter to the top of the galley. It was
capable of taking a fair proof of straight type composition when care
fully handled.
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The Roller Proof Press
This is the apparatus most used for proofing galleys of
type after composition is first done and for the revise
proofs before the matter is made up
into pages. (Fig. 3.)
The common style of roller proof
press has an iron frame upon which
is mounted an oblong flat bed, also
of iron. On two sides of this bed are
ledges upon which an iron roller,
having its face covered with thick,
strong cloth, or felt, may be turned
back and forth. When the galley of
type is placed on the bed and the
Fig. 3. Galley Roller Proof face of the type inked with a hand
Press
roller, a strip of paper is laid on and
the iron cylinder moved over it to give the impression.
In order to make good proofs the paper should be
slightly damp, so that it will lie somewhat limply on the
type. This is especially important with large sheets.
The cylinder and the ledges upon which it rests are
adjusted so that they give the right impression when the
galley is under the type. In the absence of a galley, as
when the page is made up and tied with a string, or
locked in a small chase, a sheet of metal or thick mill
board is placed under the type to bring it to the re
quired height. Differences in the height of type, caused
by varying thicknesses of galley bottoms, may be regu
lated by adding sheets of paper or card on top of the
proof sheet or under the type or galley. The bottom of
the galley should be smooth and free from lumps of dirt
or dents in the galley which will keep a few types higher
than the rest of the matter. The extra hard impression
thus given will soon spoil small types. Careful attention
to the impression on a proof press of this style is neces
sary. Too often this work is left to careless boys, who
habitually make the impression heavier than is needed,
and thus invite the speedy ruin of type faces, electro
types, and engravings.
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The simplest style of these roller proofing presses is
made to be laid on a table, and consists of merely the
bed plate and the felt-covered impression cylinder. The
usual style, however, and one which is made by a num
ber of manufacturers, is provided with a stand as shown
in Fig. 3. The compartment under the bed is used for
proof paper in convenient strips. Sometimes the door of
the compartment, strongly hinged and with a support
ing strap at the ends, is used for distributing ink on the
hand roller. A sheet of thin metal or glass is fastened on
the upper side of this door, which may be opened for
use and closed up when not needed, the inking roller
being hung on a nook underneath. This arrangement,
however, is practicable only when the press is little used
or where there is lack of room for a separate ink-plate
stand. When there is proofing enough to keep it busy
day by day, the ink-distributing table should be placed
beside the press at a convenient height for a person when
standing and it should be so situated as to have light
enough to enable the ink and roller to be seen clearly.
The ink stand usually has a place for the benzine can and
a wiping rag to clean off the type after proof is taken.
The Hand Press
When the more expeditious cylinder press and job press
gradually superseded the old hand press for turning off the
great bulk of printed matter,
the hand press was still retained
for proofing purposes. Its con
struction especially adapted it
for this use, and for some kinds
of proofing it probably always
will be employed. Simplified in
some of its methods for raising
and lowering the platen, and
stripped of the frisket and a few
features with which it was usu
ally fitted for printing sheets in
quantities, it has been made for Fig. 4. Washington Hand Press
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many years in sizes adapted for pulling proofs and for
printing placards and handbills in small lots. (Fig. 4.)
Better proofs can be made on a hand press than by
either the proof planer or the roller press, and with less
liability of injury to the printing surface—a matter of
great importance where fine printing is produced. There
are, however, a few simple requirements to be observed
in using the hand press, and care with regard to these
must be intelligently practised to secure good results.
The type or plate should be in the middle of the bed in
order to secure an even pressure all over. Type-high
bearers of hard wood or metal should be placed so that
they will help support the impression evenly and bear
off" any undue force on a small line or a light rule stand
ing with open space around it. Sometimes these bearers
may be blocks of type-high metal (old stereotypes or
electros on solid base) placed at each corner of the bed,
where they may remain for all the usual forms. In some
cases strips of metal or wood, like extra-wide electrotype
guardlines, may be used to place near the form. These
may be placed to serve also as guides upon which to lay
the sheet of proof paper to keep it steady on the form
till the impression is made.
The bed should be run under the platen with modera
tion and without jar or thumping. The form rests on the
smooth iron with nothing
but its own weight to pre
vent it from moving. A
sudden jerk will cause it to
slide under the proof paper
which is held by the tympanoverit, thus producing
a
slur on the sheet before
Fig. 5. Showing how an Uneven Impres
the impression is made.
sion is made on a Hand Press
Usually the bed must be
run in until the platen is exactly over the middle of the
bed or the printing surface, in order that the direct down
ward motion given by the spindle above may meet with
an equal resistance all around from the center of the
platen. A little study of the mechanical principle in-
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volved will show that when a form is not in the exact
impressional center the edge of the form nearest to that
center will have a stronger impression than the edge
away from it. The action of the platen when the form
is not in the center is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The same principle is involved in forms with irregular
or unequally open printing surfaces; one, for instance,
which has a mass of boldface letters at the top and a line
or two of small type at the bottom, with a large blank
space between. In this case obviously any force im
parted equally over the whole area would result in an ex
cessive impression on the small type and a relatively weak
pressure on the boldface lines because of the greater re
sistance of their larger surface. To equalize the im
pression over the sheet the form should be placed with
the boldface lines nearer than the small lines to the im
pressional center, thus to take the larger share of the
impression force. Just how much this variation from
the geometric center of the bed such forms would re
quire depends upon the nature of the particular form.
A factor to take into account is the bearers on the bed
outside of the form. In some cases these may be large
and firm enough to keep the platen power fairly equal
ized at all four corners of the bed. '
The pressure given to a form on a press of this kind
must be regulated more or less according to the size of
the face of the form. Where forms of greatly varying
sizes are proved on one press the adjustment of the
platen should be gaged for the smaller forms, and when
large forms are proofed the additional impression re
quired may be given with extra cards or paper laid on
the proof sheet before the tympan is turned down.
Much depends upon the intelligence of the proofboy in
handling forms of varying kinds. A careful workman
will, after a little experience, learn to gage the pressure
on the form by the feel when he pulls the bar. On a
small form the feeling of pressure will be scarcely per
ceptible, while on large forms, especially if rough paper
is used, very strong pressure, sometimes to the capacity
of a strong man, will be required.
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The proof paper should be placed on the type as
steadily as possible and not moved after it has touched
the inked form. The slightest movement will produce a
slurred impression. The same care must of course be
observed with any cards or extra sheets laid on top of
the proof sheet to give the required amount of im
pression for any particular form.
After the impression is pulled the sheet should be
taken off the type easily and not ripped off; this is es
pecially important if the ink is stiff or cold and the
paper has a smooth coated surface. The sticky ink will
be liable to pull off particles of the paper surface and
leave them on the form if the paper is taken off quickly.
Although the usual practice is to use dry paper in taking
proofs on a machine, there are times when it is desirable
to dampen the paper. Proof paper that has been damp
ened and is in consequence quite soft should also be
taken off the form with care.
Engravers' Proof Press
Half-tone plates and line
plates having large printing
areas require a stronger im
pression than ordinary typo
graphic forms, and there
fore photoengravers use a
specially strong press for
taking proofs of their plates.
The kind used is commonly
the hand press made with
an extra heavy frame, bed,
and platen. (Fig. 6.) The
Elates are proofed before
eing mounted type high,
and are laid on a metal
Fis. 6. Engr.v«v Proof p«M
block on the bed and rolled
carefully with good stiff
ink. Special attention is given to proper bearers to keep
the impression level and to prevent undue impression
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on the edges of the plate. The tympan or impressional
surface is perfectly smooth and much harder than that
ordinarily employed for type forms.
The Rocker Proof Press
This is a style of proof press which has become popular
in the past few years. It consists of a frame supporting
a very rigid, heavily ribbed bed
upon which is mounted a heavy
iron impression rocker. (Fig. 7.)
The rocker is a part of a cylinder
having a smooth curved face cov
ered with a thick rubber sheet,
cardboard, strong cloth, manila
paper, or other material to make
a good impression surface. It is
held in place by the side frame,
and is geared at the bed so that
the pitch line of the racks and Fig. 7. Vandercook Rocker
gears is the printing line of the
Proof Press
press. A handle on the rocker is
used to turn it over on the form to make the impression.
The amount of impression given on these presses does
not depend alone upon the weight of the rocker, as is the
case with the common roller galley press. The rocker
. rests on bearers and is held at both ends by wheels which
bear upward against inverted tracks on the side frame.
The rocker thus being held firmly at a uniform level over
the entire bed, the position of the form does not affect the
evenness of the impression, as it does on the hand press
described on a preceding page. The positive, uniform
motion of the rocker avoids any deflection during the
impression and produces a clear print. A smooth tympan
gives a sharp impression on the face only, without un
necessarily forcing the face into the paper. This makes it
possible to obtain a proof showing the true printing con
dition of the form; broken types, imperfect rules, and
other defects are noticeable and may be corrected before
the form goes to the regular printing machine.
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It is claimed also that very little, if any, variation
need be made in the thickness of the tympan because of
the difference in heavy forms; a small form may be
proofed with the right impression and the same adjust
ment will suffice for a large form immediately after.
As the rocker is held up firmly on the side bearers and
also held down by the inverted top bearers, it does not
drop down on a small form nor ride up on a large form.
rocker is turned
back again without making another impression on the
form by a trip action which raises the rocker to clear
the form. This is accomplished by the elevation of the
rocker on the side rails on the return motion.
These presses are made in sizes varying from 12 x 18
inches to 17 x 25 inches of printing surface, thus adapt
ing them for miscellaneous forms within the limits of the
press. The bed is several inches longer than the printing
surface to allow for turning forms. The rocker moves
across the short way of the bed, giving a relatively short
stroke to make the impression. At the end of the stroke,
either forward or back, the rocker rises till it slightly
overbalances and is kept in an upright position ready
for the next stroke. The inking of the form is done by a
hand roller.
Cylinder Proof Presses
There are a number of styles of these machines, varying
in design from the simple roller galley press (which is
really a cylinder press, although not so classed) up to a
machine that is practically a pony cylinder press oper
ated by turning a crank, with automatic inking appara
tus, gripper sheet-feed (to register if necessary), and a
firm impression, capable of producing not merely proofs
but small lots of printed matter, such as is often done on
the regular printing machines.
These cylinder machines are divided into two classes,
namely, those in which the impression cylinder travels
over a stationary bed, and those which have a movable
bed that passes under a rotating impression cylinder.
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Stationary-Bed Cylinder Proof Presses
The first class is represented by the well-known Vandercook series, made in three or four designs and a variety
of sizes. In each of these the inking of the form is done
by means of rollers and distributors carried over the bed
in a frame. The simplest of these presses is an improved
form of the familiar roller galley
press (Fig. 8), made in sizes
adapted for long galley matter,
with a printing surface 10 or 12
inches wide and 25 inches long.
The impression cylinder is geared
to travel on racks at the side of
the bed and is held down to the
•
-V
bearers by rollers running on the
under side of overhanging lips
on the side frame. The circum
ference of the impression cylin Fig 8. Vandercook Roller Galley
impression cylinder geared
der is longer than the bed, so that toPress;
side bearers
the entire surface is not required
for an impression of any form that the bed will take.
Therefore it is not a complete cylinder, but part of its
surface is cut away, and it is geared to the bed in such
a manner that the cut-out portion is underneath when
the roller is at either end of the bed.
The inking is done by a pair of rollers surmounted by
vibrating distributors which are arranged in a carnage
moved back and forth by hand. There is an ink supply
plate at each end of the bed. When the galley or form
is in place, the roller carriage is pushed across the form
and under the cut-away portion of the cylinder, the
sheet of paper is laid on, and the cylinder is run to the
olher end of the bed.
This machine is adapted for proofing linotype mat
ter, mailing lists, book pages, half-tones, and any work
of a size within its printing capacity.
The composing-room cylinder is a machine of larger
size than the roller series. (Fig. 9.) The impression mem
bers of the composing-room cylinder are of practically
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the same design as the roller series press, namely, sheetfeed, register, and ink distribution. The cylinder of the
machine has grippers to hold the paper which is fed from
an inclined frame which travels
with the cylinder. The sheet
may be fed at any point in
t the travel of the cylinder. The
grippers pick the sheet off the
supporting ledge at the bottom
of the inclined frame at the mo
ment the cylinder is started for
ward on the printing line. To
prevent the danger of "nip
ping" a form the grippers are
Fig. 9. Vandercook Composing so constructed that they work
Room Cylinder
inside the galley line of the cyl
inder. If a form or galley of type should accidentally be
placed where it extends into the space on the press near
the ink table reserved for a chase head, there is no dan
ger of injuring the form.
The cylinder is geared to the racks on the bed as on
the simpler machine previously described and is also
held firmly by a set of substantial rollers bearing up
wards against downward facing impression rails which
extend out from the bed of the press. The im
pression is made by turning a crank lever with the
hand. All the moving parts of the machine are on the
cylinder. The cylinder prints only one way of its travel.
On the return stroke the cylinder rises from the printing
line. This trip action is produced by the shifting of the
wheels that hold the cylinder to the cylinder bearers.
On the return stroke the impression wheels are auto
matically shifted by wedges so that the wheels come in
line with the upward facing tracks on the side of the
press. The wheels riding on these side tracks raise the
cylinder from the printing line.
The inking system of the composing-room cylinder
consists of a large ink plate, two form rollers, one vibrator
with a four-inch lateral travel, and three small parallel
riders. Each of the form rollers is direct gear-driven,
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and their rotation does not depend upon contact with the
form as they pass over it. This will ink a single unsup
ported letter without disturbing it or a full-size form
without any change in adjustment.
The mechanism of the press provides that the inking
roller may be instantly tripped so that sheets may be
laid on the form and not fed to grippers when one or
two copies are all that is required without close register.
The feed mechanism and grippers are used where a
number of copies and close register are wanted.
Cylinder Press with Moving Bed
This newest class of proof presses is represented by the
Potter or Hacker series and the Brower press. These
are practically simplified forms of the common cylinder
and flat-bed printing machines.
In its simplest form, a machine called the "Poco," it
is made to rest on a strong bench or other convenient
Elace. It has a frame upon which a bed is made to move
ack and forth upon a set of rollers. This is surmounted
by a cylinder held at each end in journal bearings and
turned by means of a hand lever. The cylinder has a set
of automatic grippers to hold the sheet for the impression,
and is also provided with means
for holding and keeping tight
the tympan on its surface. A
gear on one end of the cylinder
and a rack on the side of the
bed are fitted to engage each
other and keep the cylinder and
bed in uniform motion. The
turning of the cylinder by the
hand lever thus moves the bed
in unison with the cylinder at
all times. The inking is done by
a hand brayer.
Fig la Po,ter Proof PreM
The more elaborate presses of this style, of which there
are several sizes, are mounted on cast-iron stands. (Fig.
10.) The Potter presses are fitted with an impression-trip
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by which the cylinder, after going in one direction to
make the impression, is raised and allows the bed to re
turn without making an impression on the form. On some
machines this impression-trip is operated by the foot, in
others by the hand, and in the more expensive machines
the trip is automatic at the end of the impression stroke.
On the Hacker press the impression is tripped by a slight
lowering of the bed.
The inking is done by a hand roller on some presses,
and on others there is an automatic inking apparatus
and fountain. The more elaborate presses are also fur
nished with a feed board and delivery board, making
them virtually pony cylinder presses operated by hand.
Self-inking and Self-feeding Proof Presses
In the composing rooms ofcity newspapers there are many
proofs to be taken and they must be made systematically
and quickly. It is the practice to
detail some workmen, usually ap
prentices, to do this work, and
after the typesetting for an edi
tion has begun the proof press is
kept busy. Expedition is impor
tant, and therefore many of the
largest of these places have for
years usually been supplied with
special proofing machines. The
machine shown in Fig. 11 is a
style commonly used, although
Fig'Newspaper pl£f Pre^'"* tnere are some otners with minor
variations.
The bed is a stationary table, wide enough to take
any galley commonly used in the room. The impression
cylinder is geared to a rack on the side of the press
frame and is operated by a hand crank which runs it
from one end of the bed to the other. The impression
cylinder has an attachment for holding a roll of paper,
which is unwound automatically as the carriage moves
in making the impression. The proof sheet can be made
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as long or as short as the galley matter calls for, at the
option of the operator. The inking apparatus, including
a fountain and distributors, is assembled on the carriage
and is carried along in front of the impression cylinder.
After the galley has been laid in place, the inking is
done, the paper is supplied, and the impression is made,
all by the turning of a crank with a forward and back
operation.
When the carriage goes forward the rollers are down
in place and they ink the galley matter, the impression
cylinder meantime being raised slightly above the print
ing surface. At the end of the stroke the carriage hits a
stop on the end of the side frame. This pushes the roller
frames up on a short inclined bearing sufficient to keep
them from the form on the return stroke. At the same
time the impression cylinder, which has passed over the
form in an elevated position, drops down to rest on the
bearers, and on the return stroke it makes the impression
on the sheet, which unwinds as needed from the roll.
When the carriage returns again to the starting point,
another stop at this end of the side frame raises the im
pression cylinder and drops the inking rollers, ready for
another proof.
Proof machines of this general style are made in
several sizes, with orwithout the self-feeding paper
roll, the smaller sizes not
always having this at
tachment.
In many newspaper
rooms it is customary
to make duplicate first
proofs of each galley, one
on white paper and an
other on colored paper, Fig. 12. Double Web Proof Press, proofing
galleys at each impression, or one only,
the latter to be used for two
each web acting independently
measuring up the compo
sition. To provide these two colors two paper rolls are
fixed on the press, side by side, and when the galley is
proofed on one paper it is moved over opposite the other
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roll and another proof taken on colored paper. This style
of press is also used for taking proofs of two galleys at
one time.
Newspaper rooms now often employ, in addition to
the proof press for the regular news matter, one or more
of the previously described modern machines used in
commercial shops. These are for proofing large adver
tisements, whole pages, and special forms. A number of
proofs of some particular advertisement is frequently
called for at short notice, so that these newer semi-auto
matic machines are found desirable for this and various
other printing purposes.
Electric Proof Presses
The larger sizes of the semi-automatic newspaper proof
ing machines described under the previous heading are
sometimes operated by
electric motors, instead of
the hand crank. This is
done by fitting the motor
to a shaft which actuates
an endless chain under
the bed the entire length
of the machine. Toothed
pulleys between the two
lines of the chain operate
the proofing mechanism
carriage over the bed, and
are made to run the car
riage forward or back
ward in accordance with
Fi*. 13. Electric Proof Press
*e direction of the Side
of the chain with which
they engage. The direction of the carriage is changed
automatically when it travels to the end of the bearers
and stops when it comes back to the starting point. The
carriage is also controlled by a hand lever, by which it
can be stopped at any point, and reversed or started in
the same direction again at the will of the operator.
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Another style of electric proof press in use in many
newspaper composing rooms is of a quite different form.
This consists of a galley bed, varying in different sizes
from 10 to 25 inches wide and 24 to 32 inches long. This
is mounted on a strong iron pedestal and supported by
braces at each corner of the bed. At both sides of the
bed, running from end to end, both above and below,
endless chains are fitted. (Fig. 13.) To these endless
chains, across the bed at the proper height, is attached
a small impression cylinder covered with a rubber sur
face. At another point far in advance of the impression
cylinder two inking rollers are attached to the chains.
The electric motor operating these endless chains keeps
the impression cylinder and the inking rollers moving in
one direction, inking the galley and making the impres
sion on the upper surface and then returning below the bed.
The ink supply and distribution are maintained by a
revolving ink disk in an inverted position under the bed,
and against which the rollers run as they travel around
on the endless chain.
The sheet of proof paper is laid on by hand and the
speed with which copies can be made depends on the
operator. The machine is started and stopped and the
speed is controlled by a pedal operating a friction clutch.
Special Proof Presses
There are in addition to the styles of proof presses de
scribed in the foregoing pages a number of other ma
chines made for special purposes.
One kind is used in connection with rotary presses,
and is a hand-operated rotary machine having an im
pression cylinder for the paper and another upon which
to fasten the curved plate, just as in the regular rotary
printing machines. These are used not for proofread
ing purposes, but for preliminary make-ready of individ
ual plates for the larger machines. Although they are
termed proof presses, these do not properly belong with
the kinds of apparatus we have been considering, but
to a newer class of makeready or plate-testing machines.
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SUGGESTIONS TO STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS
The following questions, based on the contents of this pamphlet, are
intended to serve (1) as a guide to the study of the text, (2) as an aid
to the student in putting the information contained into definite state
ments without actually memorizing the text, (3) as a means of securing
from the student a reproduction of the information in his own words.
A careful following of the questions by the reader will insure full
acquaintance with every part of the text, avoiding the accidental omis
sion of what might be of value. These primers are so condensed that
nothing should be omitted.
In teaching from these books it is very important that these ques
tions and such others as may occur to the teacher should be made the
basis of frequent written work and of final examinations.
The importance of written work cannot be overstated. It not only
assures knowledge of material but the power to express that knowl
edge correctly and in good form.
If this written work can be submitted to the teacher in printed form
it will be doubly useful.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
What is a proof?
What is the wrong way to look at the matter of tak
ing proofs, and what the right?
Give three methods of taking a proof.
What is the origin of the expression "pulling a
proof" and how is it now used?
How is a proof taken from an intaglio surface?
Is it the custom in printing offices to use one of the
above-named methods exclusively?
What other method of taking proofs is now in com
mon use?
Is a regular press suitable for taking proofs, and
why?
What is a proof planer?
Describe the process of taking a proof with a planer
and mallet.
Where must a form be placed for taking a planer
proof?
What part of the process requires skill?
When is this method desirable?
What method was formerly used for proofing forms
on the stone?
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15. What is a proof roller, how is it used, and how
should it be cared for?
16. Describe the process of taking a proof with a roller.
17. Describe a common roller proof press.
18. What points require attention in order to get a good
proof by this method ?
19. Of what does the simplest style consist?
20. How is the stand utilized ?
21. Where the proof press is much used what is a good
arrangement for distributing ink by hand roller?
22. What is the present use of the hand press in modern
offices ?
23. What points require care in taking proofs on a hand
press, (1) in placing the form on the bed, (2) in
moving the bed in place, (3) in equalizing the
pressure on form with irregular or unequally open
faces, (4) in regulating the pressure, (5) in laying
in the paper, (6) in removing the paper?
24. Describe the materials and processes used in taking
engravers' proofs.
25. Describe the rocker proof press.
26. What are its advantages?
27. How does it work?
28. What, in general, is a cylinder proof press?
29. Describe the simplest form of stationary-bed cylin
der proof press, including inking mechanism.
30. Describe the composing room cylinder, specifying
feeding mechanism, cylinder action, and inking
mechanism.
31. Describe the simplest form of the moving-bed cyl
inder press.
32. Describe a more elaborate form of the same ma
chine.
33. How is the inking done?
34. What other appliances are sometimes attached to
the more elaborate of these presses?
35. What is the special need of newspaper offices?
36. Describe a machine to meet this need.
37. Describe the process of taking a proof on such a
machine.
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38. What peculiar usage prevails in taking newspaper
proofs, and how is it done?
39. What other practice is often found in newspaper
offices, and why?
40. Describe two types of electric proof presses, includ
ing ink distribution.
41. Describe a special proof press used with rotary
presses, and tell what it is used for.
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Artist's Proof—An early impression, with or without the artist's
name, made before the etching or engraving is printed for general
sale.
Author's Proof—A proof sent to the author after the compositor's
errors have been corrected; or a marked proof returned by the
author.
Bearer—A type-high strip of wood or metal to bear off excessive im
pression, etc.
Beaten Proof—A proof made with a mallet and proof planer. See
Stone Proof.
Brayer Roller—A small hand roller for distributing ink.
Chandler & Price Proof Press—These are made on the plan of the
usual galley proof press, similar to that shown on page 12.
Clean Proof—When a compositor sets type without errors or with
very few, he sets a clean proof.
Engraver's Proof Press—An extra heavy and strong hand press for
taking proofs of engraved plates. See page 16.
First Proof—The first taken after the type has been set or the en
graving made; in distinction from a second or succeeding one. An
early impression of an engraving.
Frisket—A light iron frame covered with paper, originally attached
by hinges to the tympan of a hand press, to hold the sheet in place
and to protect it while the impression is being made. Friskets are
often used on platen job presses, usually attached to the gripper
fingers. In a general sense, any frame or partial covering to protect
a sheet while the impression is being made.
Galley Press—A proof press suitable for holding a galley of type for
proofing.
Hacker Press—A proof press having a cylinder and bed similar to
the Potter machine.
Hand Inker—An inking roller or dabber to be held in the hand while
using.
Hand Press—A platen press built on the plan of the early wooden
press. There are other presses quite different in construction and
operated by hand, but they are called by some more specific name.
See page 13.
Herald Proof Press—A style of self-inking, self-feeding proof press
used in large newspaper composing rooms.
Ink Balls—The early pads or cushions by which ink was applied to
type forms.
Its Own Stock—Said when a proof is taken on the particular stock to
be used in the final printing; in distinction from ordinary proof
paper.
Planer Proof—An impression made by pounding a damp sheet on to
the form by means of a cloth-faced block. See page 9.
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Platen—The flat surface of a press by means of which the sheet is
pressed on the form.
Poco Press—A small size of the Potter proof press. It is placed on a
bench of convenient height and consists of a movable bed and im
pression cylinder only.
Potter Proof Press—A small machine in which the bed moves back
and forth under a revolving cylinder. See page 21.
Press Proof—A proof made with care by making ready on a press in
one or more colors, in distinction from an ordinary proof made in
the routine manner. The final proof of a form made ready on the
press for approval before the printing is done.
Proof—A trial sheet showing the contents or condition of composed
type, engraving, or electrotype, for marking corrections or changes.
In a general sense, a special impression.
Proof Planer—See page 9.
Proofing—This form of the verb to prove, as applied to the taking of
impressions for reading and correction, is sometimes used in a
technical sense, and has been employed occasionally in these text
books.
Proof Puller—A workman whose duty it is to take proofs, as in
newspaper and book rooms, or other large composing rooms.
Proofreader—One who reads proofs and marks them for correction.
Proof Sheet—A printer's proof.
Pull a Proof—To take a proof. See page 8.
Revise—A second or later proof taken after corrections have been
made, for the purpose of comparison with the first marked proof to
see that errors have been corrected. According to their number,
the first revise, second revise, etc.
Rocker Press—A style of proof press in which the impression is made
by means of a segment of a cylinder which is turned over the form
for the impression and is then turned back in readiness for the next
impression.
Roll Up—To ink up a form or plate with the proper amount of ink
for the impression.
Roller Press—A style of proof press which takes an impression by
rolling a heavy cloth-covered cylinder over the form. See page 19.
Rough Proof—A proof made in the crudest, quickest manner and
with little attention to a nice impression.
Slip Proof—Galley proof made in a long strip.
Stone Proof—A proof made from a form while it is on the imposing
stone, either locked or tied up; made usually with a proof planer
and mallet.
Vandercook Press—One of several styles of proof presses. The
three distinctive kinds are the roller galley press, the rocker press,
and the small cylinder press.

TYPOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERIES
FOR APPRENTICES
'HE following list of publications, comprising the Typographic
-1- Technical Series for Apprentices, has been prepared under
the supervision of the Committee on Education of the United
Typothetae of America for use in trade classes, in courses of print
ing instruction, and by individuals.
Each publication has been compiled by a competent author or
group of authors, and carefully edited, the purpose being to provide
the printers of the United States —employers, journeymen, and
apprentices—with a comprehensive series of handy and inexpensive
compendiums of reliable, up-to-date information upon the various
branches and specialties of the printing craft, all arranged in orderly
fashion for progressive study.
The publications of the series are of uniform size, 5x8 inches.
Their general make-up, in typography, illustrations, etc., has been,
as far as practicable, kept in harmony throughout. A brief synopsis
of the particular contents and other chief features of each volume will
be found under each title in the following list.
Each topic is treated in a concise manner, the aim being to em
body in each publication as completely as possible all the rudimentary
information and essential facts necessary to an understanding of the
subject. Care has been taken to make all statements accurate and
clear, with the purpose of bringing essential information within the
understanding of beginners in the different fields of study. Wherever
practicable, simple and well-defined drawings and illustrations have
been used to assist in giving additional clearness to the text.
In order that the pamphlets may be of the greatest possible help
for use in trade-school classes and for self-instruction, each title is
accompanied by a list of Review Questions covering essential items of
the subject matter. A short Glossary of technical terms belonging to
the subject or department treated is also added to many of the books.
These are the Official Text-books of the United Typothetae of
America.
Address all orders and inquiries to Committee on Education,
United Typothetae of America, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
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TYPOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERIES for APPRENTICES
PART I— Types, Tools, Machines, and Materials
1. Type: a Primer of Information
By A. A. Stewart
Relating to the mechanical features of printing types; their sizes, font schemes, etc.,
with a brief description of their manufacture. 44 pp. ; illustrated; 74 review questions;
glossary.
2. Compositors9 Tools and Materials
By A. A. Stewart
A primer of information about composing sticks, galleys, leads, brass rules, cutting
and mhering machines, etc. 47 pp. ; illustrated; 50 review questions; glossary.
3. Type Cases, Composing Room Furniture By A. A. Stewart
A primer of information about type cases, work stands, cabinets, case racks, galley
racks, standing galleys, etc. 43 pp.; illustrated; 33 review questions ; glossary.
4. Imposing Tables and Lock-up Appliances By A. A.Stewart
Describing the tools and materials used in locking up forms for the press, including
some modern utilities for special purposes. 59 pp. ; illustrated; 70 review questions;
glossary.
5. Proof Presses
By A. A. Stewart
A primer of information about the customary methods and machines for taking printers'
proofs. 40 pp.; illustrated; 41 review questions; glossary.
6. Platen Printing Presses ...
By Daniel Baker
A primer of information regarding the history and mechanical construction of platen
printing presses, from the original hand press to the modern job press, to which ia
added a chapter on automatic presses of small size. 51 pp.; illustrated; 49 review
questions; glossary.
7. Cylinder Printing Presses
.
. By Herbert L. Baker
Being a study of the mechanism and operation of the principal types of cylinder
printing machines. 64 pp.; illustrated; 47 review questions; glossary.
8. Mechanical Feeders and Folders By William E. Spurrier
The history and operation of modern feeding and folding machines; with bints on
their care and adjustments. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
9. Power for Machinery in Printing Houses By Carl F. Scott
A treatise on the methods of applying power to printing presses and allied machinery,
with particular reference to electric drive. 53 pp.; illustrated; 69 review questions;
glossary.
10. Paper Cutting Machines
.
.
. • By Niel Gray, Jr.
A primer of information about paper and card trimmers, hand-lever cutters, power
cutters, and other automatic machines for cutting paper. 70 pp. ; illustrated; 115
review questions ; glossary.
11. Printers' Rollers
.
.
.
.
By A. A. Stewart
A primer of information about the composition, manufacture, and care of inking
rollers. 46 pp. ; illustrated; 61 review questions; glossary.
12. Printing Inks
By Philip Ruxton
Their composition, properties and manufacture (reprinted by permission from Cir
cular No. 53, United States Bureau of Standards) ; together with some helpful sugges
tions about the everyday use of printing inks by Philip Ruxton. 80 pp. ; 100 review
questions; glossary.
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PART I (continued)—Paper and Printing Plates
13. How Paper is Made
.
By William Bond Wheelwright
A primer of information about the materials and processes of manufacturing paper
for printing and writing. 68 pp. ; illustrated; 62 review questions; glossary.
14. Relief Engravings
....
Brief history and non-technical description of modern methods of engraving: wood
cut, zinc plate, halftone; kind of copy for reproduction; things to remember when
ordering engravings. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
15. Electrotyping and Stereotyping
By Harris B. Hatch and A. A. Stewart
A primer of information about the processes of electrotyping and stereotyping. 94 pp. ;
illustrated; 129 review questions ; glossaries.
PART II—Hand and Machine Composition
16. Typesetting
By A. A. Stewart
A Dandbook for beginners, giving information about justifying, spacing, correcting,
and other matters relating to typesetting. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
17. Printers' Proofs
.
.
.
.
By A. A. Stewart
The methods by which they are made, marked, and corrected, with observations on
proofreading. Illustrated; review questions ; glossary.
18. First Steps in Job Composition
. By Camille DeVeze
Suggestions for the apprentice compositor in setting his first jobs, especially about the
important little things which go to make good display in typography. 63 pp. ;
examples; 55 review questions; glossary.
19. General Job Composition
How the job compositor handles business stationery, programs and miscellaneous
work. Illustrated; review questions ; glossary.
20. Book Composition
.
.
.
By J. W. Bothwell
Chapters from DeVinne's "Modern Methods of Book Composition." revised and
arranged for this series of text-books by J. W. Bothwell of The DeVinne Press, New
York. Part I: Composition of pages. Part II: Imposition of pages. 229 pp.;
illustrated; 525 review questions; glossary.
21. Tabular Composition
.
.
.
By Robert Seaver
A study of the elementary forms of table composition, with examples of more difficult
composition. 86 pp.; examples; 45 review questions.
22. Applied Arithmetic
.
By E. E. Sheldon
Elementary arithmetic applied to problems of the printing trade, calculation of mate
rials, paper weights and sizes, with standard tables and rules for computation, each
subject amplified with examples and exercises. 159 pp.
23. Typecasting and Composing Machines A. W. Finlay, Editor
Section I—The Linotype
By L. A. Hornstein
Section II—The Monotype .
By Joseph Hays
Section III—The Intertype
By Henry W.Cozzens
Section IV—Other Typecasting and Typesetting Machines . By Frank H. Smith
A brief history of typesetting machines, with descriptions of their mechanical prin
ciples and operations. Illustrated; review questions ; glossary.
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PART III—Imposition and Stonework
24. Locking Forms for the Job Press
By Frank S. Henry
Things the apprentice should know about locking up small forms, and about general
work on the stone. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
2 5 . Preparing Forms for the Cylinder Press By Frank S. Henry
Pamphlet and catalog imposition; margins; fold marks, etc. Methods of handling
type forms and electrotype forms. Illustrated; review questions ; glossary.
PART IV—Presswor*
26. Making Ready on Platen Presses
By T. G. McGrew
The essential parts of a press and their functions; distinctive features of commonly
used machines. Preparing the tympan, regulating the impression, underlaying and
overlaying, setting gauges, and other details explained. Illustrated; review
questions; glossary.
27. Cylinder Presswork
.
.
.
By T. G. McGrew
Preparing the press; adjustment of bed and cylinder, form rollers, ink fountain,
firipners and delivery systems. Underlaying and overlaying; modern overlay
methods. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
28. Pressroom Hints and Helps
.
By Charles L. Dunton
Describing some practical methods of pressroom work, with directions and useful
information relating to a variety of printing-press problems. 87 pp.; 176 review
questions.
29. Reproductive Processes ofthe Graphic Arts ByA.W. Elson
A primer of information about the distinctive features of the relief, the intaglio, and
the planographic processes of printing. 84 pp.; illustrated; 100 review questions;
glossary.
PART V— Pamphlet and Book Binding
30. Pamphlet Binding ... By Bancroft L. Goodwin
A primer of information about the various operations employed in binding pamphlets
and other work in the bindery. Illustrated; review questions; glossary.
31. Book Binding
By John J. Pleger
Practical information about the usual operations in binding books : folding, gathering,
collating, sewing, forwarding, finishing. Case making and cased-in books. Hand
work and machine work. Job and blank-book binding. Illustrated; review ques
tions; glossary.
PART VI—Correct Literary Composition
32. Word Study and English Grammar By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about words, their relations, and their uses. 68 pp. ; 84
review questions ; glossary.
33. Punctuation
By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about the marks of punctuation and their use, both gram
matically and typographically. 56 pp.; 59 review questions ; glossary.
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PART VI (continued)—Correct Literary Composition
34. Capitals
By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about capitalization, with kotic practical typographic hints
as to the use of capitals. 48 pp. ; 92 review questions; glossary.
35. Division of Words .... By F. W. Hamilton
Rules for the division of words at the ends of lines, with remarks on spelling, syllabi
cation and pronunciation. 42 pp. ; 70 review questions.
36. Compound Words .
.
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A study of the principles of compounding, the components of compounds, and the
use of the hyphen. 34 pp. ; 62 review questions.
37. Abbreviations and Signs .
.
. By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about abbreviations and signs, with classified lists of those
in most common use. 58 pp.; 32 review questions.
38. The Uses of Italic .... By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about the history and uses of italic letters. 31 pp.;
37 review questions.
39. Proofreading
By Arnold Levitas
The technical phases of the proofreader's work; reading, marking, revising, etc.;
methods of handling proofs and copy. Illustrated by examples. 59 pp. ; 69 review
questions; glossary.
40. Preparation of Printers' Copy .
By F. W. Hamilton
Suggestions for authors, editors, and all who are engaged in preparing copy for the
composing room. 36 pp. ; 67 review questions.
41. Printers' Manual of Style
A reference compilation of approved rules, usages, and suggestions relating to uni
formity in punctuation, capitalization, abbreviations, numerals, and kindred features
of composition.
42. The Printer's Dictionary
.
.
By A. A. Stewart
A handbook of definitions and miscellaneous information about various processes of
printing, alphabetically arranged. Technical terms explained. Illustrated.
PART VII—Design, Color, and Lettering
43. Applied Design for Printers
.
. By Harry L. Gage
A handbook of the principles of arrangement, with brief comment on the periods of
design which have most influenced printing. Treats of harmony, balance, proportion,
and rhythm; motion; symmetry and variety; ornament, esthetic and symbolic. 37
illustrations; 46 review questions; glossary; bibliography.
44. Elements of Typographic Design
. By Harry L. Gage
Applications of the principles of decorative design. Building material of typography:
papei. types, ink. decorations and illustrations. Handling of shapes. Design of com
plete book, treating each part. Design of commercial forms and single units
Illustrations; review questions; glossary; bibliography.
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46.

47.
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PART VII (continued) —Design, Color, and Lettering
Rudiments of Color in Printing
.
By Harry L. Gage
Use of color: fordecoration of black and white, for broad poster effect, in combinations
of two, three, or more printings with process engravings. Scientific nature of color,
physical and chemical. Terms in which color may be discussed: hue, value, intensity.
Diagrams in color, scales and combinations. Color theory of process engraving.
Experiments with color. Illustrations in full color, and on various papers. Review
questions; glossary; bibliography.
Lettering in Typography
.
.
By Harry L. Gage
Printer's use of lettering: adaptability and decorative effect. Development of historic
writing and lettering and its influence on type design. Classification of general
forms in lettering. Application of design to lettering. Drawing for reproduction.
Fully illustrated; review questions; glossary; bibliography.
Typographic Design in Advertising
By Harry L. Gage
The printer's function in advertising. Precepts upon which advertising is based.
Printer's analysts of his copy. Emphasis, legibility, attention, color. Method of
studying advertising typography. Illustrations; review questions; glossary; bibli
ography
Making Dummies and Layouts
.
By Harry L. Gage
A layout: the architectural plan. A dummy: the imitation of a proposed final effect.
Use of dummy in sales work. Use of layout. Function of layout man. Binding
schemes for dummies. Dummy envelopes. Illustrations; review questions; glossary;
bibliography.
PART VIII—History of Printing

49. Books Before Typography .
. By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about the invention of the alphabet and the history of bookmaking up to the invention of movable types. 62 pp.; illustrated; 64 review questions.
50. The Invention of Typography
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A brief sketch of the invention of printing and how it came about. 64 pp.; 62
review questions.
51. History of Printing—Part I .
. By F. W. Hamilton
A primer of information about the beginnings of printing, the development of the
book, the development of printers' materials, and the work of the great pioneers.
63 pp. ; 55 review questions.
52. History of Printing— Part II
. By F. W. Hamilton
A brief sketch of the economic conditions of the printing industry from 1450 to 1789,
including government regulations, censorship, internal conditions and industrial
relations. 94 pp. ; 128 review questions.
53. Printing in England
.
.
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A short history of printing in England from Caxton to the present time. 89 pp. ;
65 review questions.
54. Printing in America
.
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A brief sketch of the development of the newspaper, and some notes on publishers
who have especially contributed to printing. 98 pp. ; 84 review questions.
55. Type and Presses in America
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A brief historical sketch of the development of type casting and press building in the
United States. 52 pp. ; 61 review questions.
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57.
58.

59.
60.
61.

PART IX— Cost Finding and Accounting
Elements of Cost in Printing .
. By Henry P. Porter
A primer of information about all tbe elements that contribute to the cost of printing
and tbeir relation to each other. Review questions. Glossary.
Use of a Cost System
...
By Henry P. Porter
The Standard Cost-Finding Forms and their uses. What they should show. How
to utilize the information they give. Review questions. Glossary.
The Printer as a Merchant
.
. By Henry P. Porter
The selection and purchase of materials and supplies for printing. The relation of
the cost of raw material and the selling price of the finished product. Review
questions. Glossary.
Fundamental Principles of Estimating By Henry P. Porter
The estimator and his work; forms to use; general rules for estimating. Review
questions. Glossary.
Estimating and Selling .
.
By Henry P. Porter
An insight into the methods used in making estimates, and their relation to selling.
Review questions. Glossary.
Accounting for Printers .
.
.By Henry P. Porter
A brief outline of an accounting system for printers; necessary books and accessory
records. Review questions. Glossary.
PART X— Miscellaneous

62. Health, Sanitation, and Safety .
. By Henry P. Porter
Hygiene in the printing trade; a study of conditions old and new; practical sug
gestions for improvement; protective appliances and rules for safety.
63. Topical Index
.
.
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A book of reference covering the topics treated in the Typographic Technical Series,
alphabetically arranged.
64. Courses of Study
.
.
.
By F. W. Hamilton
A guidebook for teachers, with outlines and suggestions for classroom and shop work.
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